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China as Global Trading Power 

• China’s trade with the rest of the world got a boost 
with China’s membership in the WTO in 2001 

• Ever since then, Chinese global trade has increased by 
leaps and bounds, so much so, it has become the 
second largest global trader (after EU) accounting for 
11.3% of global trade 

• China is the number one exporter of the world (US$ 
2.05 Tr in 2012) and the second largest importer of the 
world (after US, accounting for US$ 1.82 Tr in 2012)  

• Sri Lanka is not a significant trading partner to China 
compared to US, Japan, Korea, India, etc. 



China’s Involvement with FTAs 
Status Agreement 
Signed or in effect Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement (1976) 

China-Thailand PTA (2003) 
China-Hong Kong [China] CEPA (2004) 
China-Macau [China] CEPA (2004) 
China–ASEAN  CECA (2005) 
China-Chile FTA (2006) 
China-Pakistan FTA (2007) 
China-New Zealand FTA (2008) 
China-Singapore FTA (2009) 
China-Peru FTA (2009) 

Under negotiation China-GCC FTA (2005) 
China-Australia FTA (2005) 
China-Iceland FTA (2006) 
China-Norway FTA (2007) 
China-Costa Rica FTA (2009) 

Proposed China-India FTA (2003) 
China-Japan-Korea FTA (2003) 
EAFTA (ASEAN+3) (2004) 
China-SACU FTA (2004) 
China-Korea FTA (2005) 
FTAAP (2006) 
CEPEA (ASEAN+6) (2007) 
China-Switzerland FTA (2009) 



Sri Lanka’s Trading Patterns 

• Sri Lanka’s global imports slightly exceeds US$ 10 bn 
while global imports is close to US$ 20 bn 

• Sri Lanka is a member of APTA and SAFTA and 
members of two bilateral FTAs: ISLFTA and PSLFTA 

• Compared to China, SL is neither a global trading 
power nor a leader in bilateral FTAs with trading 
partners 

• China is Sri Lanka’s second largest trading partner after 
India 

• These individual country strengths will be reflected in 
the trading patterns between the two countries 



 
Key Trends in China-Sri Lanka Trade 

Relations 
 



Exports to China from SL 
(Value in US$ Mn) 

Product Item 2009 % 2010 % 2011 % 2012 % 2013 % 

    Share   Share   Share   Share   Share 

Apparel 4.38 7.39 3.18 4.57 8.77 8.42 14.93 13.86 22.24 18.32 

Tea in Bulk 2.27 3.83 4.73 6.80 7.76 7.45 9.56 8.88 14.08 11.60 

Mattress Fibre 21.19 35.76 20.14 28.94 21.20 20.36 13.38 12.42 11.76 9.69 

Mixed Coir Fibre 1.69 2.85 3.61 5.19 7.15 6.87 12.96 12.03 9.76 8.04 

Unmanufactured Tobacco 0.09 0.15 0.28 0.40 0.20 0.19 3.38 3.14 6.77 5.58 

Rubber Tyres & Tubes 0.57 0.96 1.33 1.91 3.92 3.76 3.81 3.54 6.32 5.21 

Tea Packets 0.39 0.66 1.20 1.72 3.29 3.16 4.11 3.82 6.06 4.99 

Rubber Plates/sheets 1.83 3.09 4.35 6.25 7.85 7.45 6.95 6.54 5.32 4.38 

Mineral Sands 2.84 4.79 4.82 6.93 6.10 5.86 14.55 13.51 3.97 3.27 

Activated Carbon 2.16 3.64 1.50 2.16 1.66 1.59 1.66 1.54 2.76 2.27 



Imports from China to SL 
Product code Product label 

  

Value in 2011 Rank % Share Value in 2012 Rank % Share 
Value in 

2013 
Rank % Share 

'84 

Machinery, nuclear 
reactors, boilers, etc 535461 1 17.92 448415 1 14.94 470862 1 13.70 

'85 

Electrical, electronic 
equipment 335887 2 11.24 397485 2 13.24 373491 2 10.87 

'60 

Knitted or crocheted 
fabric 204783 4 6.85 194430 4 6.48 248706 3 7.23 

'52 Cotton 211693 3 7.08 210859 3 7.03 239615 4 6.97 

'27 

Mineral fuels, oils, 
distillation products, 
etc 11517 40 0.39 10975 38 0.37 239304 5 6.96 

'73 

Articles of iron or 
steel 94722 10 3.17 117382 7 3.91 135298 6 3.94 

'87 

Vehicles other than 
railway, tramway 147842 6 4.95 138367 5 4.61 124302 7 3.62 

'55 

Manmade staple 
fibres 128243 7 4.29 119803 6 3.99 114536 8 3.33 

'94 

Furniture, lighting, 
signs, prefabricated 
buildings 37367 17 1.25 77151 7 2.57 109135 9 3.17 

'39 

Plastics and articles 
thereof 74773 11 2.50 97850 8 3.26 104959 10 3.05 

% Share of Total Imports from China 2988724   59.63 3001305   60.40 3437546   62.84 

Unit : US Dollar thousand 



Background to the China-SL FTA 
• 2005 was a turning point of China-SL relations with Chinese 

financial inflows rapidly increasing for infrastructure 
development work – of the US$ 5.1 bn Chinese assistance 
between 1971 and 2012, 94% of it came after 2005 

• These financial flows had spill over effects on trade 
between the two countries  

• In a visit to China in May 2013 by President Mahinda 
Rajapaksa, there was agreement with his Chinese 
counterpart to embark on a FTA to further strengthen the 
existing trade and other economic links 

• A feasibility study was done and negotiating teams from 
both sides are now working on the FTA which is expected to 
come into operation before the end of 2014  



FTA Framework 
• Reducing the existing large trade deficit should not be 

the objective of the FTA 
• In the globalized world no country can have trade 

surplus with all its trading partners – with some of 
them there will be a surplus, with some others there 
will be a deficit 

• Rather, working out the best deal for the producer and 
consumer in Sri Lanka and vice versa and thereby 
creating a “win-win” situation should be the main aim 

• To work out this ‘win win’ outcome, there needs to be 
Special and Differential Treatment (SDT) in favour of 
the small country 
 



SDT in Favour of Sri Lanka 

• Larger Negative List 
• More items for SL for immediate duty free access 

to the Chinese market compared to what Sri 
Lanka offers vice versa to China 

• Longer tariff phasing out period for SL compared 
to China 

• High Revenue earning imports in SL to be 
maintained in the SL Negative List even though 
the item may not be an import substitute in SL 



Market Access in China 
• Many other countries have duty free, preferential, and 

“goodwill gesture” tariff concessions to the Chinese market 
• Non-Tariff Barriers should be simultaneously removed with 

tariff preferences  -- should be a time bound binding 
commitment 

• Information dissemination on the technical details of the FTA 
should be rapid with the assistance of the media 

• Vital information on the Chinese market should be collected 
by the Sri Lankan Embassy officials based in Beijing, Shanghai, 
etc. 

• Possible entry points to international production net works 
and supply chains should be explored 

• To gain from bulk supply to the Chinese market, joint ventures 
with Chinese companies via FDI should be encouraged 
 



SL is not the only country that has 
preferential access to China 

• 15 countries already have duty free and preferential access 
to the Chinese market (ASEAN, Hong Kong, Macau, Chile, 
Pakistan, and New Zealand) 

• Many more FTAs with China are on the pipe line which are 
at a mature stage of negotiations compared to the China-SL 
FTA 

• LDCs like Bangladesh and Nepal enjoy “goodwill gesture” 
duty free access for certain goods in the Chinese market 

• Thus it is not going to be easy competition in the Chinese 
market from day one of the FTA; SL will have to work out its 
competitive position by studying the Chinese market 
carefully 



Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) 

• Under the ISLFTA it was alleged that Indian NTBs 
did not come down with the duty free and tariff 
preferences in the Indian market 

• Most often what happens is that a Non-Tariff 
Measure (NTM) turns out to be a NTB 

• The FTA should make it absolutely clear that all 
goods that receive tariff preferences will also 
make NTB free; and where there are difficulties, 
NTBs will be removed under binding 
commitments within a time frame – applicable to 
both countries 
 



(a) Awareness of the FTA 
(b) Market Intelligence 

• One reason for the low utilization of preferences 
of the existing FTAs is the lack of awareness; 
limited understanding of Rules of Origin, 
Certificate of Origin, etc.(DOC website has this 
information, may consider having the same 
information in Sinhala/Tamil) 

• SL embassy in Beijing and other offices in 
Shanghai, Guangdong, etc., should collect 
strategic market information and make them 
available to the exporters   
 



Overcoming Lack of Bulk Supply 

• When supplies are limited of a particular product 
the buyer prefers to go for one supplier who 
could give the full supply requirement without 
delay 

• For India, this problem was prevalent with cloves, 
strawberries, etc.; with China this will be a case, 
for instance, with shark fin, chicken legs, etc. 

• In such cases, going for joint venture industries 
with Chinese investment for larger supplies will 
be a possible answer 



Selective Protection : Negative List 
• Chinese products are very competitive compared to most 

other foreign products 
• China has become the largest trading partner of many 

countries via the Chinese exports capturing a bulk share of 
the counterpart market 

• Sri Lanka has some vital import substitution industries who 
are finding it difficult to face import competition: 
cosmetics/lotions, shoes/slippers, biscuits/chocolates, 
tiles/sanitary ware, etc. 

• If the Indian toy industry could not survive the Chinese 
competition onslaught without an FTA with China, one can 
imagine the situation for the above items with an FTA in place 

• Thus the “Negative List” has to be carefully designed 



Policy on the Negative List 
• This becomes all the more important when the 

government’s declared policy specifically identifies 
some areas for import substitution: viz., selected 
agriculture products (sugar, chilies, big onion, etc.), 
milk, steel, cement, textiles, furniture, etc., MOFP 
Annual Report, 2013; p. 124)  

• There are sensitive sectors like Agriculture which was 
kept under the “Negative List” in the ISLFTA but 
selective opening of the sector in the case of PSLFTA 
(for some fruits, Basmati rice and potato) 

• A clear policy for preparation of the Sri Lankan 
Negative List is crucial 



Negative List of China 

• The Chinese “Negative List” for Sri Lankan 
products will be prepared by the Chinese 
negotiators 

• What should be highlighted to the Chinese is that 
even if the entire exports of US$ 10 bn (per 
annum) of Sri Lanka goes to the Chinese market 
which imports US$ 1,817 tr (per annum), it will 
only amount to 0.5% of Chinese imports; thus a 
very liberal “Negative List” with almost 95% 
preferential access to the Chinese market for Sri 
Lankan exports should be the aim 



Attracting Chinese FDI via the FTA 
• Investment follows trade and that is the pull factor of an FTA of 

investment (most Indian investment like Airtel, ICIC, Apollo, Indian Oil, ITC, 
came after the FTA) 

• Chinese FDI is picking up in the Sri Lankan economy with bulk of it being 
Hong Kong-based investment and from Chinese SOEs. 

• The more powerful lever of attracting investments is in CEPAs/CECAs 
where there are investment protection, double taxation agreements, pre-
establishment national treatment, etc., built-in; and China has many such 
CEPAs/CECAs and these countries will be in a stronger position to attract 
Chinese FDI whereas in SL it will be trade-pull investments 

• Be that as it may, where SL should work on is to attract Chinese FDI to 
sectors where export potential exists – e.g., Minerals from SL such as 
Titanium, Zirconium, etc., are exported to China in raw form and SL should 
export them in value added form with Chinese joint ventures 

• Chinese investment inflows reflected in the capital account will 
compensate for the expanding trade deficit in the current account 



Attracting Chinese Services via the FDI 

• Most Indian FDI that followed the ISLFTA were in services 
but most Chinese FDI will be in the manufacturing sector 

• Key Chinese services based FDI will be real estate – 
Colombo Port City; hotels, restaurants, energy services,etc. 

• With the FTA, the air connectivity will increase from the 
existing network (Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Kunming, 
and recent charter flights destination –Chong ging) and 
consequently the Chinese tourist inflows to SL will further 
increase 

• The spending power of Chinese tourists is greater than the 
usual EU tourists and thus attracting them will be benficial 
to SL 



Lessons from the Pakistan-China FTA 

• Given that ASEAN countries and many others have preferential 
access to the Chinese market, whatever preferential tariffs China 
offers SL should be either equivalent or deeper than what is offered 
to others in order to gain a real competitive advantage in the 
Chinese market 

• SDT (larger initial duty free access to Chinese market) should allow 
SL to make major export gains at the onset of the FTA to offset 
whatever revenue losses SL undergoes by giving preferential access 
to Chinese products 

• Tariff preferences should be asked for actively exported goods to 
China and once the FTA is in place if certain products in the Chinese 
“Negative List” are growing rapidly in the Chinese market, then in 
the next round of trade negotiations that item should be priority 
item to enter the “Positive List” 
 
 



Conclusion 
• This is one of the best FTAs which we could have thought of at this 

juncture given that it is for SL’s exports to enter the market of the 
fastest growing economy in the world 

• China is a good entry point to get into international production 
networks and supply chains 

• Greater Chinese market access can also reduce SL’s over 
dependence on the US and EU market for her exports (55%) and 
provide the much needed diversification of markets  

• The FTA will be a catalyst to promote more South-South trade 
• Cheap Chinese machinery and spare parts will be useful to reduce 

the cost of production of both exports and import substitutes of SL 
and thereby improving their competitiveness 

• All in all, the strategic advantages of the FTA could be gained by 
prudently designing the FTA for a “win win” outcome 



• Thank you 
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